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In 1985, Anthony Ray Hinton was put on death row in Alabama for a crime he didn’t commit. 

He was convicted for killing two fast-food managers. He served 28 years before being proven 
innocent in a retrial. Mr. Hinton knew he was innocent but nobody would believe him. Imagine being 
put on death row at age 29. I am 13 years old, and I feel like I have been on this earth for a long time. 
Hinton was on death row for thirty years, which must have felt like an eternity. He made friends in 
death row but sooner or later they were gone. One of them was sentenced to death by the electric 
chair and the other was exonerated after being on death row for six years. 

 
The death penalty has existed in America since before the Constitution. Over time the death 

penalty has changed from being implemented nationwide to only being enacted by certain states. 
Currently, the death penalty is legal in 29 states and illegal in 21 . Since 1982 (the year lethal injection 1

was first used), the average number of executions in the United States has been 46 per year . There are 2

currently 2,673 inmates on death row nationwide.  Between 1973 and 2015, 152 inmates have been 3

exonerated from death row and an estimated 4% of death row inmates are innocent.  An average 4

death penalty case will cost the state 1.12 million dollars more than a genral population inmate . 5

Health care on death row costs more because, on average, inmates are on death row for 20 years so 
people get sick because they are getting old. Staffing also costs more because death row contains some 
of the worst criminals so they need high security. There are many appeals that are made by soon to be 
inmates and inmates that cost a lot of money for the jury and the judges. It also costs a lot of money 
because the price of buying the injection for lethal injection and the execution is expensive. 
 

Studies have shown that the death penalty is not more of a deterrent than life in prison.  I 6

believe that life in prison is a fairer sentence than death. A death sentence can never be reversed so if 
the person is innocent and is killed, no justice can be served. Keeping a prisoner on death row is way 
more expensive than keeping them in the general population. We are taking taxpayers’ money and 
putting it into something we don’t need. The death penalty contradicts the purpose of jail as 
rehabilitation and we need to end it.  
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